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dangerous traps

why price 
war 

happens?



change

competitor customer

company

business landscape



in 2008

global deflation by china price1

change

the trap from 3 years ago

new york times:
� it turns out that things in China are 

more expensive

� it’s as though we discovered that the 

real price of the noodles in Beijing 

was 50 rather than 40 yuan, as 

previously estimated

the economist:

China, some fear, could change from 

being a deflation exporter to an inflation 

exporter



disruptive technology 2

change

cost ↓ ≠ price ↓

but…



big industry margin 3

competitor

�Oil and Gas
�Metals & Mineral
� Food and 

beverages

� Textiles 

�Agriculture

�Plastics

� Fisheries

�Chemicals

RONA < 9%

RONA: 9 – 13%

RONA > 13%

� Telecommunication

�Pharmaceuticals

�Cosmetics and Households

�Cigarettes

�Coals

�Property and real estate

�Wood and Forest 
Product

�Pulp and Paper

�Animal Feeds

�Cement

�Ceramics, porcelain, glass 
�Automotive and 

components
�Agriculture
�Construction

Source: Audited Financial Statement (from 2001 to 2006) – Public Companies listed in Jakarta Stock Exchange, MarkPlus&Co Analysis

temptation 
for price war



oversupply competition 4

competitor

a lot of players competing for sharia market which is only 1.7% of total banking market



deep pocket price players 5

competitor



decreasing purchasing power 6

customer



market share orientation 7

company

market share = captive market
profitability comes last—a classic 

view of Japanese companies

myth reality

market leader = lowest cost

(because of the learning curve and 

economies of scale)

When the bubble company is not 

able to extract profit eventually, 

sustainability of the company is 

questionable

Market share ONLY enables the 

companies to take certain 

profitable actions that may not be 

feasible for lower share companies



price elasticity trap8

company

Luxury CarBread
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to avoid the traps, 
envision the trends

carefully…



envisioned trends

what forces 
of change 
will shape 

2008? 



economy

technology

political-legal social culture

market

forces of change



internet booming

39 alun-alun with wifi in 
jawa timur

~ 5000 warnet 
(~20 PCs each)

1

palapa ring and 
the ict expo 2008

this country has an excess access for such low internet penetration
we predict 2008 will be the time for internet booming, initiated by the government, 
boosted with a wide variety of access from warnet to 3.5g



pro-competition policy2

despite the controversies and doubts, it can be seen that the government will continue 
to enforce a pro-competition policy in 2008

news board



decentralization flourishing3

sragen’s e-government

lamongan’s

� jatim park
� industrial 

estate (with 
temasek)

� future 

international 
airport?

a year before general 

election 09

why flourishing in 2008? because people in 

this nation are known for its short-term 
memory, therefore the best time to collect 
“local success stories” is a year before 
general election 09



populist to the bop4

news board

a year before 

general election 

09



rising of i-express community5

individuals will be getting 

more expressive in 
communicating their 

opinions

this might cause the clash 

of authorization in 2008



listening to rumors vs. finding facts6

87%South Korea 

87%India 

89%Indonesia 

91%Taiwan 

93%Hong Kong 

To rely on someone else's recommendation for purchase decision

Source: Nielsen Online Global Consumer Study April 2007

there is a theory that before the general 

election,  strong rumors e.g. “aliran sesat”
etc will be spreading to fluctuate the 

emotions and shape the opinions

a year before general 

election 09



higher non-java purchasing power7

1998 2008 1998 2008

the 1998 phenomena of rising commodity prices will repeat in 2008 causing the 
increase in purchasing power outside java



proliferation of mass market8

smarter value segment

smarter price segment

price segment

value segment

quality 

segment

most of value 
segment will migrate 
downward and form 

a new cluster of 

smarter value 
segment

a portion of price 
segment will migrate 
upward and form a 

new cluster of 

smarter price 
segment
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…and apply the right 
creative strategies



creative strategies

how to win 
in 2008? 



creative strategies

creative 
exploration

segmentation, 
targeting, positioning

creative 
engagement

differentiation, 
marketing mix, 

selling

creative 
execution
brand, service, 

process



explore non-java1

explore
� GDRP/capita
� addressable market

� market penetration
� ethnocentric 

behavior



explore the bop2

smarter value segment

smarter price segment

price segment

value segment

quality 

segment

less for less

same for less

more for more

value trap

the new 

mass market



explore the i-express3

experiencers

makers

� experiencers quickly become enthusiastic about new 

possibilities but are equally quick to cool

� they seek variety and excitement, savoring the new, the 
offbeat, and the risky

� their energy finds an outlet in exercise, sports, outdoor 
recreation, and social activities

source: vals, sri consulting business intelligence

high resources

high innovation

low resources

low innovation

� they express themselves and experience the world by 

building a house, raising children, fixing a car, or 

canning vegetables
� practical people who have constructive skills and value 

self-sufficiency

� live within a traditional context of family, practical work, 

and physical recreation and have little interest in what lies 

outside that context



engage market by market4
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engage with internet5



engage with wom and community6



execute with efficient cost7

affordable does not mean low quality (functional benefit)

affordable but not “cheap” (emotional benefit)

low cost is a religion (price)

services are not always free (other expenses)

value = 
functional benefit + emotional benefit

price + other expenses

1

2

3

4



execute with experiential service8

“ownership 
experience”

“buying 
experience”

“exploring 
experience”

“comparing 
experience”

total 
experience

wheel
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see you at the next markplus conference!
thursday, 11 December 2008

the ritz carlton jakarta, pacific place


